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ABSTRACT 

Education is a special area and principle and practice of schooling merits to receive a unique interest. 
In step with sathya sai baba, “an training system in u . S . Is a bank on which the humans can draw a cheque 
for the upliftment of the society”. The employer of one of these financial institution needs to be suplemised 
and modern. It is most effective the contribution of exquisite thinkers in the discipline of schooling can guide 
the planners to have this employer on sound footings. We in india have a perfect instructional machine in 
ancient time. It labored well for the society of that point. In this kind of gadget there had been some primary 
ideas and postulates some beliefs, guidelines and regulations which we've got applied inside the proper 
earnest in ideal educational situations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Great thinkers of current india have given their verdict on the fundamental standards as well as 
wanted reflections. One of the most vital individuals was a dr. S. Radhakrishnan. The vital position that be 
played inside the adolescence of our republic and his contribution to the consolidation of our political and 
parliamentary traditions, and particularly the tremendous position that be played as one of the most 
exceptional of our philosophy, appearing as cultural ambassador to the west. Besides for infrequent 
instances like janaka, lord krishna and macus aureline, philosophers have by no means been kings and kings 
have in no way been philosophers. However right here is an example all through our own instances of a 
logician president. Dr. S. Radhakrishnan now not simplest a logician but additionally a author of fame, a pupil 
par-excellence, an orator with gift of the gab, an original thinkers, an educationist, a spiritualists, a 
innovative genius and briefly speakme a superman within the terminology of aurobindo. As a truth seeker he 
became similarly an expert in western and jap notion. Most of the cutting-edge thinkers he's an authority of 
the current international on faith, subculture and philosophy.[1-3] 
 
DR. S. RADHAKRISHNAN- HIS LIFE AND WORK 

sarvepalli radhakrishnan changed into born on september 
five, 1888 tirattani of madras, presidency in a telugu brahman family. 
He acquired his m.A. Degree in philosophy at the age of 21 in 1909. 
He served as a instructor inside the presidency college, madras, from 
1909 to 1917. Here he earned a completely high recognition as a 
teacher of the maximum difficult issues of philosophy. After this he 
served for a year of the humanities college, rajamundry after which 
changed into appointed a professor of philosophy inside the college 
of mysore where he remained till 1921. At mysore be wrote his  
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essential books – “the philosophy of rabindranath tagore” in 1918 and the “reign of faith in modern 
philosophy” in 1920. The latter e-book made him well-known in the international of philosophy. 

In 1921 sir aushutosh mukherjee appointed radhakrishnan the king george v professor of philosophy 
at the calcutta college. He held this submit for approximately twenty years and during this era with the 
permission of the calcutta college authorities he served as a professor of comparative religion in manchester 
university of oxford, as the vice – chancellor of the andra college and as splading professor of eastern 
religions and ethics once more at oxford. In 1923, radhakrishnan produced the primary quantity of this 
famous ‘indian philosophy’. In this ebook are surveys the philosophy of vedas and the upanishads, 
bhagavasgita, realism of the jainism, idealism of the buddha and buddhistic philosophy. In 1927, he 
produced the second one quantity of this e book in which he has defined the six systems of nyaya, 
vaisheshika, samkhya yoga, mimansa, vedanta, vaishnava, shaiva and shakta structures of theism. 

In 1926 radhakrishnan brought a sequence of upton lectures on philosophy at the manchester 
college of oxford. Those lectures were posted beneath the title “the hindu view of life”. This book became 
translated into many indian and foreign languages. This book made radhakrishnan very famous. In 1929 he 
delivered in  series of lectures which had been later published with titles “east and west in religion” and “the 
right view of existence”. It is in the latter ebook that radhakrishnan has given his unique contribution to the 
spiritual notion of the present age. In 1939 radhakrishnan regular the vice-chancellorship of the banaras 
hindu college. In this 12 months, he produced  vital books below the titles “jap religious and western 
concept” and “mahatma gandhi”. The former e-book explains the upanishadic mysticism of india and 
indicates how this mysticism has been a non-stop have an effect on of western concept. Radhakrishnan 
wrote a long creation to “mahatma gandhi”, which turned into presented to gandhiji on his 70th birthday. 
The alternative books by using radhakrishnan are ‘the faith, we want’, ‘kalki’ or ‘the destiny of civilization’, 
‘the heart of hindustan’, and freedom and culture. Radhakrishnan has been invited with the aid of numerous 
nations of the world to lecture on topics concerning religion, subculture and philosophy. 

Within the impartial india he was appointed the ambassador to the usas.R. He turned into made the 
chairman of the college fee appointed in 1948 to look at the operating of the numerous universities in the 
working of suggest treatments for reforms. In 1950 he became elected to the excessive workplace of vice –
president of his united states and in 1962 the nation honoured him through electing him the president of 
india. He held this highest office till 1967 whilst he retired to commit his time to philosophical interests. At 
the ripe age 06 eighty five years, he left this global on april 17, 1975 for his heavenly homestead. 
 
RADHAKRISHNAN’S PHILOSOPHY 

  In step with dr. Radhakrishnan, philosophy is avoiding terms that consists of common sense, ethics, 
aesthetics, social philosophy and metaphysics. Metaphysics which is worried with the final nature of things is 
made from  principal fields, oncology and epistemology. Technology studies the specific statistics of revel in, 
whilst philosophy develops the which means and explanation of revel in as a whole. Philosophy has  sides to 
it, an explanatory and a descriptive, a metaphysical and an empirical. Philosophy studies enjoy in a concrete 
shape and reveals of the order and being of enjoy itself. It's far a sustained try to understand the universe as 
an entire, if coordinates and interprets all widespread factors of experience the reports of scientists, the 
intuitions of the artists and the insights of saints. Any coherent philosophy must consider discovered 
information, rational mirrored image and intuitive and perception, given that human awareness includes the 
perceptual, the logical and intuitive awareness. 
 
FAITH 

Radhakrishnan defines faith as the perception into the nature of truth (darsana) or revel in of fact 
(anubhava). This enjoy is the response of the whole personality, the incorporated self to the vital fact. Faith 
is the self-manifestation of the ultimate reality in man. It's far the attention of our actual nature in god; 
radhakrishnan defines religion also as a strenuous undertaking to apprehend truth. Religion holds that guy 
exists on the extent of high-quality nature and additionally that of nature. The philosophy of religion as a 
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awesome from dogmatic theology is based totally on experience and it tries a reasoned solution of a hassle 
of the religious man who has direct spiritual intuition or who has sufficient notion in that experience. 
Religion is the reaction of the entire character to the entire fact. The feature of faith is to in addition the 
evaluation of man into his divine stature, expand increased consciousness and depth of expertise, and result 
in a better, deeper and extra enduring adjustment in lifestyles. Faith commands guy to make the trade in his 
very own nature, to let the divine in him happen itself. Radhakrishnan states thatsravana, manana and 
nididhyasana (listening to, mirrored image and disciplined meditation respectively) are the 3 levels of 
spiritual life, and one has to upward push from one stage to every other. 
 
ETHICS 

Evil is a bad theory, the dearth of exact, and all war is among suitable and better terrible and worse. 
Evil is because of the abuse of one unfastened-will, and god allows it due to the fact he does now not 
intervene with the human preference. Struggling isn't always punishment, however is the reward of 
fellowship, an crucial accompaniment of all creative endeavors. It regularly facilitates on to develop. The aim 
of the world technique is a harmonious cohesion, and consequently moral life is the enrichment of lifestyles 
this is the outcome of the popularity of others and version to them. To radhakrishnan any form of life, in 
which we've significance and social value, is ethical. Morality is the present day emblem of social custom and 
person who deviates from it's miles immoral, thru his immorality is an ethical cost within the next 
technology and becomes part of the tradition in every other. Existence is terrific adventure and not a hard 
and fast scheme and so no development is feasible if moral policies are regarded as ‘sacrosanct’.   
 
AESTNETICS 

Artwork is the expression of enjoy in some medium, the experience ‘is clothed in paperwork which 
appeal to the emotion thru the senses’.  The relation between the experience and the medium is nearer in 
some styles of art inclusive of in poetry than in others. The enjoy is released afresh via the work of art and 
the enjoyer turns into the secret sharer of the writer’s thoughts. Radhakrishnan defines artwork as form 
knowledge, a disclosure of the deeper truth of things, and an imitation of inner fact. The goal of artwork is to 
capture the inner and informing spirit and it is with the aid of integrate perception or religious instinct that 
the artist attains to the energy of creative expression. Arts do not lots constitute as endorse, do no longer a 
lot reproduce truth as create aesthetic emotion. 
 
RADHAKRISHNAN’S INSTRUCTIONAL IEAS AND OBJECTIVES OF TRAINING 

Dr. Radhakrishnan defines schooling because the device for social, financial and cultural exchange. 
For social and countrywide integration, for growing productively, education need to be nicely applied. “the 
significance of schooling isn't simplest in understanding and talent, but it's far to help us to live with others.” 

Radhakrishnan wants that for understanding the intention of education is to convey nearer to god. 
In this goal one ought to observe the various factors of schooling. Via schooling radhakrishnan desires to 
establish a classless society for you to bring equality among guy and guy. He wishes that schooling ought to 
broaden frequent brotherhood. The most critical goal of training is to assist us to see the alternative global, 
the invisible and intangible world beyond space and time. Education has to give us a 2nd beginning, to assist 
us to recognize what we've got already in us. “the that means of education is to emancipate the character 
and we want the education of the entire guy – bodily, critical, intellectual, intellectual and religious”. 
Education have to allow one to imbibe attitude of simple living and excessive questioning. Radhakrishnan 
has attached extremely good importance to spiritual education. He thinks that education which does not 
inculcate spiritual feelings in college students isn't always authentic. With out a religious bent of mind, the 
bodily and highbrow development of someone remains stunted. This example is destructive to the 
development of mankind. 

A great device of schooling goals at a balanced increase of the character and insists on know-how 
and awareness. It ought to teach the intellect, and furthermore, knowledge can be won through the have a 
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look at of literature, philosophy and religion that interpret the higher legal guidelines of the universe. 
Education must expand inside the minds of the students a love of sustained wondering, adherence to truth 
and the electricity of resistance to popular sentiments and mob passion. 
 
THE NATURE OF CURRICULUM 

Radhakrishnan has described his concept of curriculum in his university fee record posted in 1949. 
He wants that a student ought to observe some of topics along with philosophy, literature, technological 
know-how, ethics, politics, theology, geography, history, agriculture, herbal technology, economics, human 
technological know-how and civics. Within the curriculum for girls, radhakrishnan wants to consist of a few 
subjects which may be especially beneficial for his or her specific responsibilities in existence. They should 
also accept education in domestic science, cooking, best arts, ethics and faith. For that reason radhakrishnan 
wishes that curriculum have to be associated with one’s life. 
 
TECHNIQUES OF TEACHING 

Radhakrishnan attaches high-quality importance to remark, experiments and the relationship of 
nature and society in the technique of coaching. He's of the view that coaching of ethical values should be 
via real and dwelling examples. He wants that the student ought to come near society and nature with a 
purpose to understand the same. In mastering commercial topics he recommends using imitation approach. 
He thinks that guy via regular practice within the yoga and meditation may be helped in accomplishing his 
goal. He additionally accepts the importance of inner information for revel in  distinctive topics.    
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